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Stock options are typically awarded to executives at various times and are often 
awarded on an annual basis.  At the time the stock options are awarded they 
are not yet in the possession of the employee, they first need to be executed or 
purchased.  Once they have been executed they are normally restricted for a 
period of time before they mature.  Most employers will fully vest the executed 
stocks if the employee is disabled.  

Within publicly traded corporations, many of the top executives are compensated 
via a number of different sources.  The more common sources will include salary, 
bonus, and stock options.  After a review of public compensation data, the results 
are unanimous, these individuals are paid a modest salary, bonuses tend to vary, 
and stock options can be as much as 80% of total compensation package.  This 
holds true with the majority of America’s top companies.

What Are Stock Options
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Stock Option Disability Insurance

What happens to an executive who has a career ending disability?  Disability 
insurance benefits will begin after the elimination period, but their annual 
stock options will no longer be awarded to them.  With executive compensation 
packages heavily weighted toward stock options, their disability insurance 
portfolio will have a massive deficit.  

The Stock Option Disability Insurance plan is a long-term, own-occupation, 
career-ending disability insurance product designed for executives of publicly 
traded companies.  Benefits are paid on a lump sum basis of up to five times 
the last three years annual average stock option awards.  Petersen International 
Underwriters is able to secure benefits as much as $50,000,000 or more!
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This is not intended to be a complete outline of coverage. Actual wording may change without notice.  
Underwriters reserve the right to modify terms and conditions at time of underwriting.
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